
Chapter 6

Registers and Counters

6 . 1 REGISTERS

A clocked sequentia l circ uit consists of a group of n ip-flops and comb inational gales con
nected to form a fe edback path. The flip-flops are esse ntial because. in their absence. the
circuit reduces 10 a purely combinat ional circuit (provide d that there is no feedback among
the gates). A circuit with flip-flops is considered a sequentia l circuit even in the absence of
combinationa l gates. Circui ts that include flip-flops are usually classified by the function
they perform rather than by the name of the sequential circuit. Two such circuits are regis
ters and counters.

A register is a group of flip-fl ops. each one of which is capable of storing one bil of
info rmation . An n- bit register consis ts of a group of II flip-flo ps capable of storing n bits of
binary informat ion. In additio n to the flip-flops, a regis ter may have combinational gates
that perform certain data-processing tasks. In its broadest defini tion. a register consists of
a group of flip-flops together with gates that affect thei r ope ration. The flip-flops hold the
binary information. and the gates determine how the informa tion is transferred into the
register.

A COllllfer is essentially a register that goes through a predetermined sequence of binary
states. The gates in the counter are connected in such a way as to produce the prescribed se
quence of states. Although counters are a special type of register. it is common to differentiate
them by giving them a different name.

Various types of registers are available commercially. The simplest register is one that con
sists of only nip-flops. without any gates. Figure 6.I shows such a register constructed with four
D-type flip-flops to form a four-bit data storage register. The common clock input triggers all
flip-flops on the positive edge of each pulse, and the binary data available at the four inputs are
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fiGURE. 6 .1
Four-bit register
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transferred into the register. The four outputs can be sampled at any lime to obtain the binary
information stored in the register. The input Clear_b goes to the active-low R (reset) input of
all four flip-flops. When this input goes to O. all flip-flops are reset asynchronously. The Clear_b
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input is useful for clearing the register to all D's prior to its clocked operat ion. The R inputs must
be maintained at logic I during normal clocked operation. Note that. depending on the nip-flop.
either Clear. Cteas;b. reset. or resecb ca n be used to indicate the transfer of the register to an
all O's state.

Reg iste r with Parallel Load

Synchronous dig ital systems have a maste r clock ge nerator that supplies a co ntinuous train
of cloc k pulses. The pulses are applied to all flip-fl ops and registers in the syste m. The
master clock acts like a dr um that supp lies a consta nt beat to all pans of the sys tem. A sep
arate control signal must be used to dec ide which register operation will ex ecute at each
cloc k pulse . The transfer of new informat ion into a reg iste r is referred to as loading or up
dating the register. If all the bits of the reg ister are loaded simultaneo usly with a co mmo n
clock pulse. we say that the loading is done in parallel . A clock edge applied to the C in
put s of the reg iste r of Fig. 6 .1 will load all four inputs in para llel. In this configuration. if
the co ntent s of the reg ister must be left unc ha nged . the inputs must be held constant o r the
clock mu st be inhibited fro m the circuit. In the first ca se. the data bus dri ving the register
would be unav ailable for othe r traffi c . In the second case. the clock can be inh ibited from
reach ing the register by controlling the clock input signa l with an enabling gate . However.
inserting gates into the clock path is ill advi sed because it means that logic is perfo rmed with
clock pulses. The insertion of log ic ga tes pro duce s uneven propagation delays between the
master cloc k and the inputs of flip-flops. To fully synchronize the sys tem. we must ensure
that all clock pulses arrive at the same time anywhere in the system. so that all flip-flops
tri gger simultaneo usly. Perform ing logic with clock pul ses insert s vari able del ays and may
cause the sys tem to go out of synchronism. For th is rea son . it is adv isab le to co ntrol the
operat ion of the reg ister with the D inputs. rather tha n co ntrolli ng the clock in the C inputs
of the flip-flops. Th is cre ates the effect of a gated cloc k. but without affe cting the clock path
of the circuit.

A four-bit data-storage reg ister with a load cont rol input that is d irected through gates and
into the D inputs of the flip-flops is shown in Fig. 6.2. The additional gates implement a two
channel mux whose output drives the input to the regis ter with either the data bus or the ou t
put of the register. The load input to the register de termines the action to be taken with each
clock pulse. When the load input is I. the data at the four external inputs are transferred into
the reg ister with the next positive edge of the cloc k. When the load input is O. the outputs of
the nip-flops are co nnected to their respec tive inp uts. The feedback co nnecti on from output
to input is necessary because a D flip-fl op does not have a "no change" cond ition. With each
clock edge. the D input determines the next state of the regi ster. To leave the output un
cha nged. it is necessary to make the D input equa l to the present value of the output ti.e .. the
output circula tes to the input at each clock pulse). The clock pulses are applied to the C in
puts without interruption. The load input determines whether the next pulse will accept new
information or leave the information in the regis ter intact. The transfer of informat ion from
the data inputs or the outputs of the register is done simultaneously with all four bits in response
to a clock edge.
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Four-bit register with parallel load

6 .2 SHIFT REG ISTERS

A register capable of shifting the binary information held in each cell to its neighboring cell ,
in a selected direction. is called a shift register. The logical configuration of a shift regis ter
consists of a chain of flip-flops in cascade. with the output of one flip-flop connected to the input
ofthe next flip-flop.Allllip-flops receive common clock pulses, which activate the shift of data
from one stage 10the next.

The simplest possible shift register is one that uses only flip-flops, as shown in Fig. 6.3. The
output of a given flip-flop is connected to the D input of the flip-flop at its right. This shift reg
ister is unidirectional. Each clock pulse shifts the contents of the register one bit position to the
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right.The configuration does not support a left shift. The serial il/flut determines v. hat goes into
the leftmost flip-flop during the shift. The serial output is taken from the output of the rightmost
flip-flop. Sometimes it is necessary to control the shift so thai it occurs only with certain pulses.
but not with others. As with the data register discussed in the previous section. the clock's sig
nal can besuppressed by gating the clock signal to prevent the register from shifting.A preferred
alternative in high-speed circuits is to suppress the clock action. rather than gate the clock sig
nal. by leaving the clock path unchanged, but recirculating the output of each register cell back
through a two-channel mux whose output is connected to the input of the cell. When the clock
action is not suppressed. the other channel of the mux provides a data path to the cell.

It will beshown later that the shift operation can becontrolled through the D inputs of the fl ip
Flops rather than through the clock input. If, however. the shift register of Fig. 6.3 is used. the shift
can becontrolled with <In input by connecting the clock through an AKD gate. Note that the sim
plified schematics do not show a reset signal. but such a signal is required in practical designs.

Serial Transfer

A digital system is said to operate in serial mode when information is transferred and manip
ulated one bit at a time. Information is transferred one bit at a time by shifting the bib out of
the source register and into the destination register. This type of transfer is in contrast to par
allel transfer. whereby all the bits of the register are transferred at the same time.

The serial transfer of information from register A to register B is done with shift registers. as
shown in the block diagram of Fig. 6.4(a). The serial output (SO) of registerA is connected to the
serial input (51)of register B. To prevent the loss of information stored in the source register, the
information in register A is made to circulate by connecting the serial output 10 it, serial input.
The initial content of register B is shifted out through its serial output and is lost unless it is trans
ferred to a third shift register.The shift control input determines when and how many times the reg
isters are shifted. For illustration here, this is done with an A.~D gate that allows clock pulses to
pass into the eLK terminals only when the shift control is active. (This practice can be problem
atic because it may compromise the clock path of the circuit. as discussed earlier.)

Suppose the shift registers have four bits each. Then the control unit thai supervises the
transfer of data mu...t bedesigned in such a way that it enables the !ohift registers. through the
shift control signal. for a fixed time of four cloc k. pulses. This design is shown in the timing
diagram of Fig. 6.4(b). The shift control signal is synchronized with the clock and changes
value just after the negative edge of the clock. The next four clock pulses find the shift control
signal in the active slate. so the output of the AND gale connected to the eLK inputs produces
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Serial t ran sfer from regis ter A to register 8

four pulses: 71•Ti .T3. and h Each rising edge of the pulse causes a shift in both registers. The
fourth pulse changes the shift contral to 0, and the shift registers are disabled.

Assume that the binary content of A before the shift is IOJI and that of B is 0010 . The se
rial transfe r from A to B occurs in four steps. as shown in Table 6.1. With the first pulse. T1•
the rightmost bit of A is shifted into the leftmost bit of B and is also circulated into the leftmost
position of A. At the same time, all bits of A and B are shifted one position to the right. The pre
vious serial output from B in the rightmost position is lost, and its value changes from 0 to I.
The next three pulses perform identical operations. shifting the bits of A into B. one at a time.
After the fourth shift. the shift control goes to 0 and reg isters A and B both have the value
10 II . Thus. the contents of A are copied into B, so that the contents of A remain unchanged.

Table 6 .1
Serial-Transfer Example

Shift Reg ist e r A Shift Re g ist e r BTiming Pulse
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The difference betwee n the serial and the parallel mode of operation should be apparent
from this example. In the parallel mode, information is available from all bits of a register and
all bits can be transferred simultaneo usly during one cloc k pulse. In the serial mode. the reg
isters have a single serial input and a single serial output. The information is transferred one
bit at a time while the registers are shifted in the same direction.

Serial Addition

Operations in digital computers are usually done in parallel because that is a faster mode of op
eration. Seria l operations are slower because a data-path operation takes several clock cycles.
but serial operatio ns have the advantage of requiring fewer hardware components. In VLSI
circuits. they require less silicon area on a chip. To demonstrate the serial mode of operation.
we present the design of a serial adder. The parallel counterpart was presented in Section -loA.

The two binary numbers to beadded serially are stored in two shift registers. Beginning with
the least significa nt pair of bits. the circuit adds one pair at a time through. a single full-adde r
(FA) circuit. as shown in Fig. 6.5. The carry out of the full adder is transferred to a D flip-flop,
the output of which i.. then used as the carry input for the next pair of significant bits. The sum
bit from the S ou tput of the full adder could be transferred into a third shift register. By shift
ing the sum into A while the bits of A are shifted out. it is possible to use one register for sror
ing both the augend and the sum bits. The seria l input of register 8 can be used to transfer a
new binary number while the addend bits are shifted out during the addition.
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SerIal adder
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The opera tio n of the serial add er is as follows: Initially. register A hold s the augend, regis
ter B holds the adde nd. and the carry flip-flop is cleared to O. The outputs (SO) of A and B pro
vide a pair of significant bits for the full adder at x and y. Output Q of the flip-flop provides
the input carry at z. The shift co ntrol enables both registers and the carry flip-flop . so at the next
cloc k pul se. both registers are shifted once to the righ t, the sum bit from S enters the leftmost
flip -flop of A. and the output carry is tra nsferred into flip -flo p Q. The shift contro l enables the
reg isters for a number of clock pulses equal to the number of bi ts in the registers. For ea ch suc
cee di ng clock pul se, a new sum bit is transferred to A. a new carry is tran sferred to Q, and both
register s are shifted once to the right. Th is process continues until the shift control is disabled.
Thu s, the addition is accomplished by passing each pair of bits together with the pre vious carry
th rough a sing le full -adder circuit and transferri ng the sum, one bit at a tim e, into reg ister A.

Initially, register A and the carry flip -flop are cleared to 0, and then the first number is added
from B. While B is shifted through the fu ll adde r, a second number is transferred to it through
its seria l inpu t. The seco nd number is then added to the co ntents of regis ter A whi le a third
number is trans ferre d seria lly into register B. Th is can be repeated to perform the addition of
two, three, or more four-bit numbers and accumulate their sum in register A.

Comp ari ng the seria l adder with the parallel adder described in Section 4.4 , we note several
differences. The para lle l adder uses registe rs with a parallel load. whereas the serial adder use s
shift registers. The number of full -adde r circuits in the parallel adder is equal to the number of
bits in the binary numbers. whereas the serial adder requ ires only one full -adder circ uit and a
carry flip-flop. Excluding the registers. the parallel adder is a co mbinational circ uit, whereas the
serial adder is a sequential cir cuit which consis ts of a full adder and a flip-flop that stores the out
put carry. Thi s design is typic al in serial operations because the result of a bit-time operation may
depend not only on the present inputs, but also on previou s inputs that must be stored in flip-flops.

To show that serial operations can be designed by means of sequential circuit procedure . we
will redesign the seria l adder with the use of sta te table. First. we ass ume that two shift regi s
ters arc availa ble to store the binary numbers to be added seria lly. The seria l outputs from the
registers are de signated by x and y. The sequentia l circ uit to be designed will not include the
shift registers , but they will be inserted later to show the co mplete circuit. The sequential cir
cuit proper has the two inputs, x and y. that provi de a pair of significant bits, an output 5 that
ge ne rates the sum bit , and flip-fl op Q for stori ng the carry. The slate tab le that specifies the se
quential ci rcuit is listed in Tab le 6.2. The present state of Q is the present value of the carry.
T he prese nt carry in Q is add ed together with inputs .r and y to produce the sum bit in output
S. The nex t state of Q is equal to the output carry . Note that the state table entri es are ide ntical
to the ent ries in a full-adder truth tab le, except that the input carry is now the present state of
Q and the output carry is now the next state of Q.

If a D flip -fl op is used for Q, the circuit red uces to the one show n in Fig . 6.5 . If a JK flip 
flo p is used for Q, it is nece ssary to de termine the va lues of inputs J and K by referring to the
excita tion tabl e (Table 5 .12). Thi s is done in the last two co lum ns of Tab le 6.2. Th e two flip
flop input equat ions and the output equation ca n be simplified by means of maps to

JQ = .ry

KQ = x 'y' = (x + y) '

5 = x EB y EI1 Q
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Table 6.2
Stat,. TobIt for Strial Add«

Present St ate Inputs Next State Output flip-Flop lnpub

Q • , Q • J. K.

0 0 0 0 0 0 X
0 0 I 0 I 0 X
0 I 0 0 I 0 X
0 I I I 0 I X
I 0 0 0 I X I
I 0 I I 0 X 0
I I 0 I 0 X 0
I I I I I X 0
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SH ond form of serial adder

The ci rcuit d iagram is shown in Fig. 6.6. The c ircuit con..i..rs of three gales and a l K n ip-flop.
The two !'.hift registers are included in the diagram to show the complete serial adder. S Ole

that o utput 5 is a function not only of .r and )'. but also o f the present sta te of Q. The ne xt "tate
of Q is a function of thc present state of Qand of the values 0 ( .( and y thai come out of the ..e
rial output s of the ..hift registers.

Universal Shift Register

(fth e flip-flop outpuus of a ..hift register are accessible. then information entered serialI)' b)' "hiIt
ing can be taken out in parallel from the outputs of the nip-Oops. If a parallel load capability
is added to a !>hift reg ister. then data entered in parallel can be taken OUt in serial fa..hion by
shifting the data stored in the register.
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Some shift regi sters provide the nece ssary input and outputtermin als for parallel transfer.
Th ey may also have both shift-right and shift- left capabilities. The most general shift register
has the following capabilities:

l. A d ear cont rol to clear the register to O.

2. A clock input to synchro nize the ope rations.

3. A shijt-right control to enable the shift-right operation and the serial input and ompllt lines
associated with the shift right.

4 . A sl,i/I-lt/t <,;ontr.,l to enable the shrt t- le tt oper at ion and the serialsnpui and ot/ lp ut ut'o~ s

associated with the shift left.

5. A pa ralle l-load control to enable a parallel transfer and the n input lines associated with
the parallel transfer.

6. 1/ para llel output lines.

7. A co ntrol state that leaves the information in the register unchanged in response to the
clock. Other shift regis ters may have only some of the preced ing functions. with ut least
o ne shift ope ra tion.

A register capable of shifting in one d irection on ly is a unidirect ional shift register. One
that can shift in both directions is a bidi rectional shift register. If the reg ister has both shifts and
parallel-load capabilities. it is referred to as a universal 5hift register.

The block diagram symbol and the circuit diagram of a four-bit universal shift register that
has all the capabilities j ust listed are shown in Fig. 6.7. The circuit consis ts of four D fli p-flops

andfour multiplexers. The four multiplexershave twocommonselectioninputs 51 andsQ. Input
a mcacnmutnptexcr i s ~tcO;: IC,j whcn ~ 1~O - 00. inp u t I i ~ ~CkC1CU w hen .l'1.l"O - 0 1, ami si m 

ilarly for the other two inputs. The selection inputs cont rol the mode of operation o f the regis
ter accord ing to the function entries in Table 6.3. When 5150 = 00 , the present value of the
register is appli ed to the D inputs of the flip -flops. Thi s cond ition forms a path from the output
of each flip-flop into the input o f the same flip-flop. so that the output recirculate!'> to the input
in this mode of ope ration. The next clock edge transfers into each flip-flop the binary value it held
previously. and no change of state occurs. When 5 \50 = 0 1. terminal I of the multiplexer inputs
has a path to the D input s of the flip-flops. This causes a shift-right ope ration, with the serial
input transferred into flip-flop A3. When 5150 = 10. a shift-left operation results, with the other
serial input going into flip-flop A o. Finally. when 51.1'0 = II . the binary information on the par
allel input lines is transferred into the register simultaneously during the next clock edge. Note
that data enters M SH_in for a shift-right operation and enters LSH_ill for a shift-left opera tion.

Stnft registers are ofte n used to interface digital systems situated remotely fro m each other.
For exa mple. suppose it is necessary to transmit an n-bit qu antity between two points. If the
distance is far. it will beexpensive to use" lines to transmit the II bits in para llel. It is more eco
nomical to use a single line and trensrmt the info rmation serially, one bit at a time. T he trans
mitter acce pts the n-bit da ta in parallel into a shift register and then transmi ts the data serially
along the co mmon line. Th e receiver accepts the data serially into a shift register. When all "
bits are recei ved , they can be taken from the outputs of the register in parallel. Th us, the tra ns
mitter performs a parallel -to-serial conve rsion of data and the receiver does a se rial-to-parallel
conversion.
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Table 6.3
f unction Tabf~ for th~ RftJi~ t~r of f iq. 6.7

Mode Con trol

" .. Reg ister Operati on

0 0 S o change
0 I Shift right
I 0 Shift left
I I Parallel load

6 .3 RIPPLE COUNTERS

A register that goes throug h a prescribed sequence of stales upon the application of input pulses
is called a COl/nttr. The input pc tses may be clock pulses. or they may originate from some
external source and may occur al a fixed Interva l of time or at random . The sequence of states
may follow the binary number sequence or any other sequence of slates. A cou nter that follows
the binary number sequence is ca lled a binary COl/flier. An n-bit binary Counter con sists of n

tlip-tlops andcancouminbinary from 0 through 2" - J.
Count ers are available in two categories: ripple counters and synchronous counters. In a

ripple co unter. a fl ip-flop output tran sition serves as a source for trigg ering other nip-flops . In
other words, the C input of some or all flip-flops are triggered. not by the common clock pulses.
but rather by the transition that occurs in othe r flip-flop outputs. In a synchronous counter. the
C input s of all flip-flops receive the common clock. Synchronou s counters are prese nted in
the next two sec tions. Here. we present the binary and BCD ripp le counters and ex plain their
operatio n.

Binary Ripple Counter

A binary rip ple counter consis ts of a series connect ion of com ple menting flip-fl ops. with
the o utput of eac h flip- flop connec ted to the C input of the ne xt higher order flip-flop. Th e
flip-flo p hold ing the least significant bit recei ves the incoming count pulses. A co mple
menting flip-flo p can be obtained from a l K fli p-flop with the 1 and K input s tied together
or from a T flip-flop. A third possibility is to use a [) flip-flop with the comp lement output
connected to the D input. In this way. the D input is alway s the complement of the present
stale. and the next clock pulse will cause the flip -flop to complement. The log ic diagram of
IWOa-bit binary ripp le counters is sho wn in Fig. 6.8 . Th e counte r is constructed with co m
plementing flip-flop s of the T type in part (a) and J) type in part (b). The o utput of each flip
flop is connec ted to the C input o f the nex t flip-flop in sequence. The flip-flop hold ing the
least significant bit receives the incoming count pulses. The T inputs of all the flip-flop s in
(a) are connected to a permanemlogic I , making each flip-flop complement if the signal in
its C input goes throug h a negative transition. The bubble in fron t of the dynamic indicator
symbol next to C indicates that the flip-fl op s respond 10 the negative-ed ge transi tion of the
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Table 6.4
Binary Count Sequence

A, A, A, A.

a a 0 0
0 a 0 1
a 0 1 a
a a 1 1
a 1 a a
0 1 0 1
0 1 1 a
0 1 1 1
1 0 a 0

input. The nega tive transition occurs when the output of the previous flip-flop to which Cis
connected goes from 1 to O.

To understand the opera tion of the four-bit binary ripple counter, refer to the first nine binary
numbers listed in Table 6.4 . The count st,U1Swith binary 0 and increments by I with each count
pulse input. After the count of 15, the counter goes back to 0 to repeat the cou nt. The least sig
nificant bit. Ao• is complemented with each count pulse input Every time that Ao goes from
1 to O. it complements AI. Every time that Al goes from I to 0, it complements A2. Every
time that A2 goes from 110 0, it complements A 3. and so on for any other higher order bits of
a rippl e counter. For example, consider the trans ition from count 001110 0 1011 Ao is comple
mented with the co unt pulse. Since Aogoes from I to 0, it triggers A I and complements it. As
a result. A 1 goes from 110 O. which in tum comp lements A ~ . changing it from 0 to I. A2does
not trigger A). because A2 produces a positive transition and the flip-flop responds only to
negative transitions. Thus, the count from 00 11 to 0100 is achieved by changing the bits one
at a time, so the count goes from 0011 1000 10, then to 0000, and finally to 0 100. The flip-flops
change one at a time in succession, and the signal propagates through the co unter in a ripple
fashion from one stage to the next

A binary counter with a reverse count is called a binary countdown counter. In a count
down counter, the binary count is decremented by I with every input count pulse. The count
of a four-bit countdown counter starts from binary 15 and continues to binary co unts 14, 13.
12, .. .• 0 and then back to 15. A list of the count sequence of a binary countdown counter shows
that the least significant bit is complemented with every count pulse. Any other bit in the
sequence is complemented if its previous least significant bit goes from 0 to I . Therefore. the
diagram of a binary countdown counter looks the same as the binary ripple counter in Fig. 6.8,
provided that all flip-flops trigger on the positive edge of the clock . (The bubble in the C in
pUIS must be absent.) If negative-edge-triggered flip-flops are used, then the C input of each
flip-flop must beconnected to the complemented output of the previous flip-flop. Then, when
the true output goes from 0 to I. the complement will go from 1 to 0 and complement the next
fl ip-flop as required,
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FIGURE 6 .9
State diagram of a deci mal BCD counte r

BCD Ripple Counter

A decimal counter follows a sequence of 10 states and returns to 0 after the co unt of9. Such a
counter must have at least four flip-flops to represent each decimal digit. since a decimal digit
is represented by a binar y code with at least four bits. The sequence of stales in a decimal
counter is dictated by the binary code used to represent a decimal digit. If BCD is used. the se
quence of slates is as shown in the state diagram of Fig. 6.9. A decimal counter is similar to a
binary counter. except that the state after 100 1 (the code for decimal digit 9 ) is ooסס (the code
for decim al digit 0).

The logic diagram of a BCD ripple co unter using 1K flip-flops is shown in Fig. 6. 10. The
four outputs are desig nated by the letter symbol Q. with a numeric subscript equ al to the bi
nary weight of the corresponding bit in the BCD code. NOEe that the output of QJ is applied 10

the C inputs of both Q2 and Qs and the output of Q2 is applied to the C input of Q-I ' The 1 and
K input s are connected either to a perm anent I signal or to outputs of other flip-flops.

A ripple counter is an asynchronous sequential circuit. Signals that affect the flip-tlop tran
sition depend on the way they change from I to O. The operation of the counter can be ex
plained by a list of conditions for flip-flop transitio ns. These conditions are deri ved from the
logic diagram and from know ledge of how a l K flip-flop operates. Remembe r thai when the
Cinput goes from Ito O. the flip-flop is set if 1 = I. is cleared if K = I . is compl emented if
1 = K = I. and is left unchanged if 1 = K = O.

To verify that these conditions resu lt in the sequence requ ired by a BCD ripp le counter , it
is necessary to verify that the flip-flop trans itions indeed follow a sequence of states as spec
ified by the state diagram of Fig. 6.9. Ql changes state afte r each clock pulse. Q~ comp lements
every time Q l goes from I 10 O. as long as Qs = O. When Qs becom es 1.Q~ remains at O. Q4
complements every time Q2 goes from I to O. Qs rema ins at 0 as long as Q~ or Q-I is O. When
both Q2and Q4 become I. Q8complements when QJ goes from I to O. Qs is cleared on the next
transition of Qj.

The BCD counter of Fig. 6.10 is a decade counter. since it counts from 0 to 9. To count in dec
imal from 0 to 99, we need a two-decade counter. To count from 0 to 999. we need a three-decade
counter. Multiple decade counters can beconstructed by connecting BCD counters in cascade,
one for each decade. A three-decade counter is shown in Fig. 6.11. The inputs to the second and
third decades come from Qs of the previous decade. When Qs in one decade goes from I 10 O. it
trigger s the count for the next higher order decade ",'bile its own decade goes from 9 10 O.
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Counl
pulses

HY digit 10\ digit 100 digi t

FIGURE 6 .11
Bloc k diagram of a three-decade dec imal BCD counter

6 . 4 SYNCHRONOUS COUNTERS

Synchronous counters arc different from ripple counters in that clock pulses arc applied to the
inputs of all flip-flops. A common clock triggers all flip-flops simultaneously. rather than one
at a time in succession as in a ripple counter. The dec ision whether a flip- flop is to be
complemented is dete rmined from the values of the data inputs. such as T or J and K at the time
of the cloc k edge. If T ::: 0 or j ::: K ::: O. the flip-flop doe s not change state. If T ::: I or
J ::: K ::: I. the flip-flop co mplements.

The design proced ure for synchronous counters was presented in Section 5.8. and the design
of a three-bit binary counter was carried out in conjunction wi th Fig. 5.31. In this section. we
present some typical synchronous counters and explain their operation .

Binary Counter

The design of a synchronous binary co unter is so simple that there is no need to go through a
sequential logic design process. In a synchronous binary counter. the flip-flop in the least sig
nificam position is complemented with every pulse . A flip-flop in any other position is com
plemented when all the bits in the lower significant positions arc eq ual to I . For example. if
the present state of a four-bit counter is A3A2AtAo ::: 00 11 . the next co unt is 0100. Ao is al
ways co mplemented. A I is complemented beca use the present state of Ao ::: I . A2 is comple
mented because the present Slate of AlAo::: I I. Howe ver. A3 is not complemented. because
the present state of A2A] AO ::: 0 11. which does not give an a11- I 's co ndition.

Synchronous binary counters have a regular pattern and can be constructed with comple
menting flip-flops and gates. The regular pattern can be seen from the four-bit counter depicted
in Fig. 6.12. The C inputs of all flip-flops are connected to a common clock . The co unter is
enabled with the count enable input. If the enable input is O. all j and K inputs arc equal to 0
and the clock does not change the state of the counter. The firs t stage. Ao-has its J and K equal
10 I if the counter is enabled. The other j and K inputs are equal to I if all previous least sig
nificant stages are equal to I and the count is enabled. The chain of AND gates generates the
required logic for the J and K inputs in eac h stage. The counter can be extended to any num
ber of stages. with each stage having an additional flip-flop and an Af' O gale that gives an
output of I if all previous flip-flop outputs are I.
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Note that the flip-flops trigger on the positive edge of the clock . The polarity of the clock
is not essential here. hut it is with the ripp le counter.The synchronous counter can be triggered
with either the positive or the negative clock edge. The complementing flip-flops in a binary
counter can be of either the JKIYpe, the Ttype, or the D type with XOR gates. Theequivalency
of the three types is ind icated in Fig. 5 .13.

Up-Dow n Bina ry Counter

A synchronous countdown binary counter goes through the binary states in reverse order, from
1111 down ooסס10 and back to 1111 to repeat the count. It is possible to design a countdown
counter in the usual manner, but the result is predictable by inspection of the downward binary
count. The bit in the least significant position is comple mented with each pulse . A bit in any
other position is complemented if all lower significant bits are equal to O. For exam ple, the next
state after the present slate of 0 100 is 00 11. The least significant bit is always complemented.
The second significa nt bit is co mplemented because the first bu is O. The third significant bit
is complemented because the first two bits are equal to O. But the fourth bit does not change,
because nOI all lower significant bits are equa l to O.

A countdown binary counter can be construc ted as shown in Fig. 6 .12, except that the in
puts to the AND gates must come from the complemented outputs. instead of the normal out
puts, of the previous flip-flops. The two operations can be combined in one circui t to fonn a
counter capable of counting either up or down. The circuit of an up-down binary counter using
T flip-flops is shown in Fig. 6.13. It has an up control input and a down control input. When
the up input is I. the circuit counts up. since the T inputs receive thei r signals from the values
of the previous normal outputs of the flip-flops. When the down input is I and the up input is
0, the circuit counts down, since the complemented outputs of the previous flip-flops are ap
plied to the Ti nputs. When the up and down input s are both 0, the circui t does not change state
and remains in the same count. When the up and down inputs are both I. the circuit counts up.
This set of conditions ensures that only one operation is perfo rmed at any given time. S Ole that
the up input has priority over the down input.

BCD Counter

A BCD counter counts in binary-coded decimal from ooסס 10 1001 and back 10 ooסס . Because
of the return 100 after a count of 9, a BCD counter doe s not have a regular pattern. unlike a
straight binary count. To derive the circuit of a BCD synchronous counter. it is necessary 10 go
through a sequential ci rcuit design procedure.

The stale table of a BCD counter is listed in Table 6.5.The input conditions for the Tfli p-f1ops
are obtained from the present- and next-stale conditions. Also shown in the table is an output y.
which is equal 10 I when the present stale is 100 1. In this way.yean enable the count of the next
higher significant decade while the same pulse switches the present decade from 100 1 to (XX)().

The flip-flop input equations can be simplified by mea ns of maps. The unused stares for
minterms 10to 15 are taken as don 't-care terms. The simplified functions are
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Table 6 .S
Sto te Table for BCD Counter

Present St ate Next State Output Fllp.Flop Inputs

Qs Q., Q, Q. Qs Q., Q, Q. r TQs TQ., TQ, TQ.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

TQ4 = Q2Ql

TQ8 = QIIQl + Q-lQ2Ql

)' = QSQI

The circuit ca n easily be drawn with four T fhp-flops. five AND gates, and one OR gate.
Synchronous BCD counters can be cascaded to form a counter for decimal numbers of any
length.The cascading is done as in Fig. 6.1I , except that output ), must beconnected 10the count
input of the next-higher significant decade.

Binary Counter with Parallel Load

Counters employed in digital systems quite often require a para llel-load capability for trans
ferring an initial binary number into the counter prinr to the count operation. Figure 6.1~ shows
the lop-level block diagram symbol and the logic d iagram of a four-bit regis ter that has a par
alle lload capability and can operate as a counter. when eq ual to I . the input load co ntro l d is
ables the count operation and causes a transfer of data from the four data inputs into the four
flip-flops. If both contro l inputs are O. clock pulses do not change the state of the register.

The carry output becomes a 1 if all the flip-flops are equal to I while the count input is en
abled. This is the condition for complementing the flip-flop that holds the next significant bit.
The carry output is useful for expanding the counter to more than four bits. The speed of the
co unter is increased when the carry is generated directly from the outputs of all four flip-flops.
because of the reduced de lay for generat ing the carry. In going from state II I I to lXXXI. only
one gate delay occurs. whereas four gate delays occur in me AND gate chain shown in Fig. 6.12.
Similarly. each flip-flop is associa ted with an AND gate that receives all previous flip-flop
outputs directly instead of connecting the AND gates in a chain.

The ope ration of the co unter is summarized in Table 6.6. The four control inputs-Clea r.
eLK. l.ood. and GJ//Ilt-determine the next state. The Clear input is asynchronous and. when
equal to O. cause!'> the co unter to be cleared regard less of the presence of cloc k pulses or other
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Table 6 .6
Function TobIe for the Counter ofFig. 6.14

Clear e lK LOAd Co unt Functio n

0 X X X Clear to 0
I 1 I X Load inputs
I I 0 I COUn! ne xt binary ~tate

I I 0 0 No change

inputs. Th is re lat io nship is ind icated in the table by the X entri es. which symbolizedon't-care
co nd itions for the other inputs. The Clear input must be: in the I state for all other operations.
With the Load and Count inputs both at O. the outputs do not change. even when clock pulses
are applied .ALoad input of I causes a transfer from inputs 10-/3 into the register during a pos
itive edge of CLK. The input data are loaded into the register regardless of the value of the
Count input. because the COIlIIt input is inhibited when the Load input is enabled. The Load
input must be 0 for the Count input 10contro l the operation of the count er.

A counter with a parallel load can be used to generate any desired count sequence. Figure6.15
shows two ways in which a ccunrer with a parallel load is used to generate me BCD coum. ln each
case, the Countcontrol is sct to I 10 enable the count throughthe eLK input. AI'\(). recall thaI till:
load control inhibits the count and mal me d ear operation is independent ofother control input' .

The AND gate in Fig. 6.15(a) detects the occurrence of state 1001. The co unter is initially
cleared to O. and then the Clear and Count inputs are set to I. so thecounter isactiveat all times.
As long as the output of the AND gale is O. each positive-edge clock Increments the counter by I.
When the o utput reaches the co unt of 1001. both Ao and A3become I. making theoutput of the
AND gate equal to I. This condition activates the Loadinput therefore. on the next clock edgethe
register doe s not count. but is loaded from its four inputs. Since all four inputs areconnected to logic
O. an all-D's value is loaded into the register following the count of 100 1. Thus. the circuit goes
through the count from 0000 through 1001 and back to 0000. as is required in a BCD counter;

In Fig . 6. l5( b). the NAND gate detect s the count of 1010. but as soon a.. thi..count occ urs.
the reg!ster is cleared. Th e co unt 10 10 has no chance of Slaying on for any appreciab le time.

Loud

(a) Using the load input

C OIIIII z 1

Clrur - I

CIt.'IIT

Counter
of Fig. 6.14

I I I t
Inpu ts have no effect

(b ) Using the clear inpu t

COImr - I

LOdd - O

CLK

FIGURE. 6 .1 S
Two ways to achieve a BCD counter using ill counter with parallel load
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becau se the register goes immediately to O. A momentary spike occurs in output Ao as the
count goes from 10 10 to lOl l and immediately to 0000. The spike lIlay be undesirable, and for
that reason. this co nfiguration is not recommended. If the counter has a synchronous clear
input, it is possible 10clear the counter with the clock after an occurrence ofthe 100 1 count.

6. 5 OTHER COUNTERS

Counters can bedesigned to generate any desired sl..'tJuence of states. A divide-by-V counter (also

known as a modulo-N coun ter) is a co unter tha t goes through a repea led sequence of N states.
The sequence may follow the binary count or may be any othe r arbitrary sequence. Counters
are used 10 generate timing signals 10 control the sequence of operations ill a d igital system.
Counter s can also beconstructed by means of shift registers. In this sectio n. we present a few
examples of nonbinary counters.

Counter with Unused States

A circuit with" nip-flops has 2~ binary states.There arc occasions when a sequential circu it uses
fewer than this maximum possible number of Males. Stales that are not used in specifying the
sequential circu it are not listed in the Male fable. In simplifying the input equations, the unused
states may be treated as do n' t-care condition s or may be assigned specific next states. Once the
circuit is designed and constructed. outside interfe rence may cause the circuit to enter one of the
unused states. In that case, it is necessary 10 ensure that the circui t eventuall y goes into one of
the valid slates so that it can resume normal ope ration. Otherwise. if the sequential circuit ci r
culates among unused states. there will be no way 10 bring it back to its intended sequence of
state transitions. If the unused slates are treated as don't-care conditions. then once the circuit
is designed. it must be invesrigatcd to determine the effect of the unused Slates. The next state
from an unused state can be determined from the analysis of the circuit after it is designed.

As an illustration. consider the co unter specified in Table 6.7. The count has a repealed sequence
of six stales. with flip-naps B and C rcpean ng the binary count 00. 01. 10. and flip-flop A alter
nating between 0 and I every three counts. The count sequence of the counter is nor straight bi
nary, and IWO states. 011 and I I I. are nOI included in the count. The choice of JK llip-llops results
in the flip-flop input conditions listed in the table. Inputs KBand Kc have only t's and X's in their

Ta ble 6.7
Stat~ Table for Counter

Present State Next St ate Flip -Flop Inputs

A • C A • c I. B. I, B, I, B,

0 0 0 0 0 I 0 X 0 X I X
0 0 I 0 I 0 0 X I X X I
0 I 0 I 0 0 I X X I 0 X
I 0 0 I 0 I X 0 0 X t X
t 0 I t t 0 X 0 t X X I
I t 0 0 0 0 X I X t 0 X
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Counter wIth unused states

columns, so these inputs are always equal to I. The other flip-flop input equations can be stm
plified by using mintcrms 3 and 7 as don't-care conditions. The simplified equations are

l A = B KA = B

JB = C K B = I

Jc = B' Kc = I

The logic diagram of the counter is shown in Fig. 6. I6(a). Since there are two unused stales,
we analyze the circuit to determine their effect. If the circuit happens to be in stare 0 I I because
of an error signal, the circuit goes to state 100 after the application of a clock pulse. Thi s action
may be determined from an inspect ion of the logic d iagram by noting that when B = I. the
next clock edge complements A and clears C to 0, and when C = I, the next clock edge co m
plements B. In a similar manner, we can evaluate the next state from present state II I to be 000.

The state d iagram includ ing the effec t of the unused states is shown in Fig. 6. I6Ib ). lfthe cir
cuit ever goes 10one of the unused slates because of outside interfe rence, the next count pulse
transfers it to one of the valid states and the circuit continues to coo nt correctly. Thus. the counter
is self-correcting. In a self-correcting counter, if the counter happens to be in one of the unused
states , it eve ntually reaches the nonnal count sequence after one or more clock. pulses. An
alternat ive design could use add itional logic to direct every unused state to a speci fic next stale.
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Ring Counter

liming signals that control the sequence of operations in a digital system can be generated by a
shift register or by a counter with a decoder, A ring counter is a circular shift register with only one
flip-flop being set at any particular time; all others are cleared. The single bit is shifted from one
flip-flop to the next 10 produce the sequence of timing signals. Figure 6.17(a) shows a four-bit

Sh,n__
right ... 1) .1 " 2, "...,.t

(a) Ring-coun ter (initial value " ! (XX))

eLK

___r
T,_ -.-Jn _
T, _ _ -.-Jne--_ _

(b) Seque nce of four timing signals

Co unt
enable

(c) Co unte r and decoder

fiGURE 6 .17
Generation of timing signals
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shift register connectedas a ring counter. The initial value of the reg ister is I@andrequires
Preset/Clear fhp- flops . The single bit is shifted right with every clock pulse and circ ulates back
from T3 to To. Each flip -flo p is in the 1 state once every fou r clock cycles and prod uces one of
the four timi ng sig nals shown in Fig. 6. 17(b). Each output becomes a 1 after the negative-e dge
tran sition o f a cloc k pulse and remains 1during the next cloc k cycle .

For an alterna tive design.the timing signals can begenerated by a two- bit counter that goe s
through four distinct states . T he decoder shown in Fig. 6 .17(c) decodes the fou r states of the
counter and ge nerates the required seq uence of timing signals .

To ge nerate 211timi ng signals, we need either a shift register with 21t flip-flops or an ,,-bit binary
co unter toge ther with an n-to_21t·line decoder. For example, 16 timing signals can be generated
with a l6-bit shift register connected as a ring counter or with a a-bit binary coun ter and a 4-to-l 6
line decoder. in the first case. we need 16 flip-flops. In the second, we need -t fbp-fl ops and 16 four
input A.'ID gates for the decoder. It is also possible to generate the timing signals \\ith a combination
of a shin register and a decoder. That way, the number of flip-flops is less than that in a ring coumer,
and the decoder requires only two- input gates. This combination is called a Johnson cowl/a.

Johnson Counter

A k-bit ring co unter circulates a sing le bit among the flip-fl ops to pro vide k di stingu ishable
states. The number of states can bedoubled if the shift register is co nnected as a switch-tail ring
counter. A switch-ta il ring counter is a ci rcular shift register with the comp lemented ou tput of
the last flip -flop co nnected to the input of the fir st flip-flop. Figu re 6 .18(a) shows such a shift

1-'----jD

CLK 4- --J -l- --J

(a ) Four-stage switch-tail ring counte r

C

E

E'

Sequence
fl ip-flop OUlP UIS

AND gale required
number A B C E for output

1 0 0 0 0 AT
2 1 0 0 0 AB'
3 1 1 0 0 Be
4 1 1 1 0 CE'
5 1 1 1 1 AE
6 0 1 1 1 A 'B
7 0 0 1 1 B'C
8 0 0 0 1 C' E

(b) Co unt sequence and req uire d decoding

FIGURE6 .18
Construction of a Johnson counte r
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register. The circular connection is made from the complemented output of the rightmost flip
flop to the input of the leftmost flip-flop. The register shifts its contents once 10 the right with
every clock pulse. and at the same rime, the complemented value of the E flip-flop is transferred
into the A flip-flop. Starting from a cleared state. the switch-tail ring counter goes through a
sequence of eight slates, as listed in Fig, 6.18{b). In general, a k-bit switch-tail ring counter will
go through a sequence of 2k states. Starting from all (l's, each shift operation inserts I 's from
the left until the register is filled with all l 's. In the next sequences, O's are inserted from the
lefl until the register is again filled with all O's.

A Johnson counter is a k-bit switch-tail ring counter with 2k decoding gates to provide out
puts for 2k timing signals.The decoding gates are not shown in Fig. 6.18. but are specified in the
last column of the table. The eight AND gates listed in the table. when connected to the circuit.
willcomplete the construction of the Johnson counter. Since each gate is enabled during one par
ticular state sequence. the outputs of the gates generate eight timing signals in succession.

The decodi ng of a k-bit switch-tail ring counter to obtain 2k timing signals follows a regu
lar pane m. The a11-0's state is decoded by taking the complement of the two extreme flip-flop
outputs. The all- t ' s state is decoded by laking the nonnal outputs of the two extreme flip-flops.
All other states are decoded from an adjacent I , 0 or O. 1 pattern in the sequence. For exam
ple. sequence 7 has an adjacent O. I pattern in flip-flops B and C. The decoded output is then
obtained by taking the complement of B and the normal output of C. or B'C.

One disadvantage of the circuit in Fig. 6. 18(a) is that if it finds itself in an unused state, it
will persist in moving from one invalid state 10another and never find its way to a valid state.
The difficulty can becorrected by modifying the circuit to avoid this undesirable condition. One
correcting procedure is 10 disconnect the output from nip-flop B that goes to the D input of flip
flop C and instead enable the input of flip-flop C by the function

Dc = (A + C)B

where Dc is the flip-flop input equation for the D input of flip-flop C.
Johnson counters can be constructed for any number of timing sequences. The number of

flip-flops needed is one-half the number of timing signals. The number of decoding gates is
equal to the number of timing signals. and only two-input gates are needed.

6 .6 HD l FOR REGISTERS AND COUN TERS

Registers and counters can be described in Verilog at either the behavioral or the structural level.
Behavioral modeling describes only the operations of the register, as prescribed by a function
table. without a preconceived structure. A structural-level description shows the circuit in tenus
of a collection of components such as gates, flip-flops, and multiplexers. The various compo·
nents are instantiated to form a hierarchical description of the design similar to a representation
of a logic diagram. The examples in this section will illustrate both types of descriptions.

Shift Register

The universal shift register presented in Section 6.2 is a bidirectional shift register with a par
allel load. The four cloc ked operations that are perfonned with the register are specified in
Table 6.6. The register also can be cleared asynchronously. Our chosen name for a behavioral
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description of the four-bit universal shift register sho wn in Fig. 6.7(a l. the nam e
Shiff-Regis/a _-l_'}('I,. signifies the behavioral model of the internal de tai l o f the top-level
block d iag ram symbol and d istinguishes that mode l fro m a structural one . The behavio ral
model is presented in HDL Example 6.1, and the struc tural model is given in HDL Example
6.2.Th e top-level block diagram symbol in Fig. 6.7(a) indicates that the four-bit universal ~hift

reg ister has two selection inputs (s1• .1-0), two serial inputs (shifUeft. shifc rigllt). 3 four -bit par
allel inpuf (/..../JOr). and a four· bil parallel output (A....jJflr). The elements of \ 'CClOr l...J¥lr/ 3: OJ
correspond to the bits /., ,. .. ,10 in Fig. 6 .7, and simi larly for AJar13: OJ. The al \\ a ~' s bloc k
describes the fi ve operat ions that can beperformed with the register. The Clea rinpu( clears the
register asynchronously with an active-low signal. Clear must behigh for the register to respond
to the positive edge of the cloc k. The four clocked operations of the register are determined from
the values of the two select inputs in the case statement. (s l and sO are concatenated into a
two-bit vector and are used as the expressio n argument of the case statemcnr.: Th e shifting
operatio n is specified by (he concatenation of the serial input and three bits of the register. For
example. the statement

specifics a concatenation of the serial data input for a right shift o peration (.uSB_iIII with bits
A-Jmr/3: I ) of tile output data bus. A reference 10 a contiguous range of bits .... ithin a vector
is referred to as a part select , The four-bit result of the concatenation is transferred (0 register
A-par 13: OJwhen the clock pulse triggers the operatio n. Th is transfer prod uces a shift-right
operat ion and updates the reg ister with new informat ion. The shift operation overwri tes the
contents of A-IJar/OI with the contents of A-parl I ). Note that only the functionality o f the
circuit has bee n desc ribed, irrespective of any particular hardware. A synthesis too l would ere
ale a netlist o f AS IC ce lls to implement the shift regis ter.

ImL Exa mple 6,1

1/Behavioral desc ription of a 4·bit universal shift register
/I Fig. 6.7 a nd Tab le 6.3
module ShifCRegister_4_beh (

output reg (3: 0] AJlar,
Input 13: 0) I....par,
Input 51 , sn.

MSBJn. LSB_in.
CLK. Clear

);
always @ (posedge CLK, negedge Clear)

if (- Clear) A....par <= 4'bOOOO;
e lse

case ({51, sa»
2'bOO: AJlar <= A""'psr;
2'b01: A....par <= {MSBJ n, A""par(3: 1]};

1/V2OO1. 2005

1/No change
1/Shift right
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2'b10: A....par <:: {A_par[2: 01. LSB_in}:
2'b11: AJlar <:: I_par;

endcase
endmodule

/I Shift left
If Parallel load of input

fI No change
{f Shift right
fI Shift left
/I Parallel load of input

Variables of type re g retain their value until they are assigned a new value by an ass ignment
statement. Co nsider the follo wing alternative case statement for the shift register model :

case ({s1, sO})
11 2'bOO: A_par <:: AJlar:
2'b01: A_par <:: {MSB_in, A_par [3: 1]};
2'b10: A_par <:: {A_par [2: 0]. LSB_in}:
2'b11: A_par <:: IJlar;

endca se

Without the case item 2 'bOO. the case statement wou ld nOI find a match between {s1, sO}
and the case items, so register Ay ur wou ld be left unchan ged.

A structural mood of the universal shift register can be described by referring to the logic
diagra m of Fig. 6.7(b).The diagram shows that the register has four multiplexers and four D flip
!lops. A mux and flip-flop together are modeled as a stage of the shift register. The stage is a
structural mudd, too, with aninstantiation and interconnection of a module for a mux and another
for a D flip-flop. For simplicity, the lowest-level module s of the structure are behavioral models
of the multiplexer and fl ip-flop.Attention must be paid to the details of connecting the stages cor
rectly. The structural description of the register is shown in HDL Examp le 6.2. The lop-level
module declares the inputs and outputs and then instantiates four copies of a stage of the regis
ter. The four instantiations specify the interconnections between the four stages and provide the
detailed construction of the register as specified in the logic diagram. The behavioral description
of the l1ip-flop uses a single edge-sensitive cyclic behavior (an always block). The assignment
statements use the nonblockin g assig nment operator « =) , the model of the mux employs a
single level-sensitive behavior, and the assignments use the blocking ass ignment operator (=).

HOI. Example 6.2

If Structural description of a 4·bit universal shift register (see Fig. 6.7)
module ShifCRegister_4_str ( 1/V2001, 2005
output [3: OlA_par, 1/Parallel output
Input [3: 0] IJlar, 1/Parallel input
input st . sO, 1/Mode select
input MSB_in. l SB_in. CLK, Clear 1/Serial inputs, clock, clear

);

If bus for mode control
assign [1:0] sefect e {s1, sO}:

If Instantiate the four stages
stage STO(AJlar{O], A_par[1]. LSB_in. ,-par[O]. A_par[O], select. CLK, Clear):
stage sr i (AJlar[1], AJlar[2], A_parl0], IJlar[1], A_parI1], select, Cl K, Clear):
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stage 5T2 (A'-par[2], A_par[3], A_par{l l , l.-par{21, A.-par{2], select, ClK, Clear);
stage 5T3 (A.-par[3), MSBJn, A.-par{21, 1J>a r{3J, AJ>8 r{3), select, ClK, Clear);

endmodule

1/stage mode control bus
1/Cloc k, Clear for flip-flops

output
inp ut [1: 01
input
wire

1/One stage of shift register
module stage (iO, 11, 12, 13, a, select. CLK, Clr);

input iO, 1/circulation bit selection
11, 1/data from left neighbor or serial input for shift-right
i2, 1/data from right neighbor or serial input for shift-left
i3; 1/data from parallel Input
Q;
select;

CLK, Clr;
mux_ou t;

1/ instantiate mux and flip-flo p

Mux_4_x_1 MO (mux_out, iO, i1, i2, i3, select );
D_f1 ip_flop M1 (0, mux_out. CLK, Clr );

endmodu le

1/4x1 multiplexer 1/behavioral model

module Mux_4_x_ 1 (mux_ou t, iO, It . i2, i3, select);
out put mux_out;
input iO, 11, 12, i3;
Inpu t [1 : OJ select;
reg mux_out;
always @ (select, o. i1 . 12, 13)

case (select)

2'bOO: mux_out = iO;
2'b0 1: mux_out= 11;

2'b10: mux_out = i2;
2'b11: mux_oul = i3;

endcase
endmodule

1/Behaviora l model of 0 flip-flop

module D_flip_f1op(0, 0 , CLK, Clr) ;
output Q;
Input 0 , ClK, Clr;

reg 0 ;

always @ (posedge CLK, negedge Clr)
If (- el r) 0 <= l 'bO; else Q <= 0 ;

endmodule



/I Data output
/I Output carry
/I Data input
/I Active high to count
/I Active high to load
/I Positive-edge sensitive
/I Active low
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The above examples presented two descriptions of a uni versa l shift register to illustrate
the different styles for modeling a digital circuit. A simu lation should veri fy that the mod
els have the same functionality. In prac tice, a designer deve lops only the behavioral model ,
which is then synthesized. The function of the synthesized circuit can be compared with the
behavioral desc ript ion from which it was compiled. Eliminating the need for the designer
to develop a structural model produce s a huge improvement in the efficiency of the des ign
process.

Synchronous Counter

HDL Example 6.3 present s Bina1)'_Counter_4_Par_Load. a behavioral model of the syn
chronous counter with a paral lel load from Fig. 6.14. Count, Load, CLK, and Clear are inputs
that determine the operation of the counter according to the function specified in Table 6.6. The
counter has four data inputs, four data outputs, and a carry output. The internal data lines (13,
/2,/l, 10)arebundled as Data_in[3: OJ in the behavioral model. Likewise, the register that holds
the bits of the cou nt (A3, A2, AJ , AO) is A_count[3: OJ. It is good practice to have identifiers
in the HDL model of a circuit correspond exactly to those in the docu mentation of the model.
That is not always feasib le, however. if the circuit-level identifiers are those found in a hand
book, for they are often short and cryptic and do not exploit the text that is available with <l11

HDL. The top-level block diagram symbol in Fig. 6.14(a) serves as an interface between the
names used in a circuit diagram and the expressive names that can be used in the HDL model.
The carry output C_out is generate d by a combinational circuit and is specified with an assign
statement. C_out = I when the coun t reaches 15 and the counte r is in the count state. Thus,
e_OUf = I if Count = 1, Load =0, and A = 1111; otherwiseC_out = O. Thc a lways block
specifies the operation to beperformed in the register, depending on the values of Clear, Load,
and Count . A 0 (active-low signal) at Clearresets A to O. Otherwise, if Clear = 1, one out of
three operations is triggered by the positive edge ofthe clock . The if, else if. and else statements
estab lish a precedence among the control signals Clear, Load. and Count corresponding to the
specification in Table 6.6. Clear overrides Load and Count ; Load overrides Count . A synthe
sis too l will produce the circuit of Fig. 6.14(b) from the behavioral model.

HDL Exam ple 6.3

/I Four-bit binary counter with parallel load (V2001, 2005)
/I See Figure 6.14 and Table 6.6
module BinarL Counter_4_Pacload (
output reg [3: OJ A_count,
output C_out,
Input [3: OJ Data_in,
Input Count,

Load,
ClK,
Clear

);
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assig n C_out = Count & (- Load) & (A_count == 4'b1111);
alway s @ (posedge CLK, negedge Clear)

If (- Clear) A_count <= 4'bOOOO;
else if (Load) A_count <= data_in;
else if (Count) A_count <= A_count + 1'b1;
else A_count <= A_count; II redundant statement

endmodule

Ripple Counter
The structural description of a ripple co unter is shown in HDL Exam ple 6.-t The first module
instantiates four inte rnally com plementing flip- flops defined in the second mod ule as
Comp_D..fl ip..flop (Q. CLK. Reset ). The cloc k (input eLK) of the first flip-flop is connected
to the external control signal Count. (Counr replaces CLK in the port list of Instance FO.) The
clock input of the second flip-flop is connected 10 the o utput of the first. (AOreplaces eLK in
instance Fl .) Similarly, the clock of each of the other flip-flops is connected to the output of
the previo us flip-flop. In this way, the flip-flops are chained together to create a ripple counter
as show n in Fig. 6.8(b).

Th e second mod ule describes a complementing flip-flop with delay. The circuit of a com
plementing flip-flop is constructed by connecting the co mplement out put 10 the D inpu t. A
reset input is included with the flip-flop in order to be able to initialize the counter; otherv..ise
the simulator would assign the unknown value (X) to the output of the flip-flop and prod uce use
less results. The fl ip-flop is ass igned a delay of two time units from the time that the clock is
applied 10 the time that the flip-flop co mplements. The delay is specified by the state ment
Q <= #2 .....Q. Notice that the delay operator is placed to the right of the nonblocking assign
ment operator. Th is form of delay, called intra-assignment delay. has the effect of postponing
the assignment of the co mplemen ted value of Qto Q. The effect o f model ing the dela y will be
apparent in the simulation results. Th is style of mode ling might be useful in simulat ion. but it
is to be avoided whe n the model is to be synthesized. The results of synthes is depe nd on the
ASIC ee ll library that is accessed by the tool , not on any propagation delays that might appear
within the model that is to be syn thesi zed.

IIIlL Exa mple 6.4

1/Ripple counter (See Fig. 6.8(b))
' timescale 1ns / 100 ps
mod ule Ripple_Counter_4bil (A3, A2, A1, AO, Count, Reset);

output A3, A2, A1, AO;
input Count, Reset;

II Instantiate complementing flip-flop
Comp_D_fIip_f1op FO(AO, Count, Reset);
Comp_D_fIip_flop F1 (A1, AO, Reset);
Comp_D_f1ip_f1op F2 (A2, A1, Reset);
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Comp_D_f1 ip_f1op F3 (A3, A2, Reset):
endmodule
/I Complementing f1ip-ffop with delay
I/ Input to 0 flip-flop =0'
module Comp_D_f1ip_flop (a.CLK, Reset);

output 0 ;
input CLK, Reset;
reg 0 :
always @ (negedge CLK, posedge Reset)
if (Reset) 0 <= 1'bO;

else a <= #2 - 0 : /I intra-assignment delay
endmodule
/I Stimulus for tesling ripple counter
module CRipple_Counter_4bit;

reg Count:
reg Reset;
wi re AO. A1. A2, A3;

I/ Instantiale ripple counter
Rlpple_Counter_4bit MO (A3, A2, A1, AO, Count, Reset);

always
#5 Count = -COUnt;

Initial
begin
Count = 1bO;
Reset =1b 1;
#4 Reset = 1'bO;

end

initial #170 Sfinlsh:

endmodule

The lest bench module in HDL Example 6.4 provides a stimulus for simulating and verify
ing the functionality of the ripple counter.The always statement generates a free-running clock
with a cycle of 10 lime units. The flip-flops trigger on the negative edge of the cloc k, which
occurs at t = 10, 20. 30. and every 10 time units thereafter. The waveforms obtained from this
simulation are shown in Fig. 6.19. The control signal Count goes negative every 10 ns. AU is
complemented with each negative edge of Count , but is delayed by 2 ns. Each flip-flop is com
plemenred when its previous l1ip-flop goes from 1 to O. After t = 80 ns, all four flip-flops
complement because the counter goes from Dil l to 1000. Each outp ut is delayed by 2 m•• and
because of that. A3 goes from 0 to I at t = 88 ns and from I 10 0 at 168 ns. Notice how the
propagation delays accumulate to the last bit of the counter, re\ ulting in very slow counter ac
tion. This limits the practica l utility of the counter.
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0.0 ns 57.0 ns 114.0 05 171.0 ns

Reset

Count

AD
Al

A2

A3

1 = 88 05 1 :. 16805

(a) From 0 to 180 ns

70.0 ns 77.0 ns 84.0ns 91.0 ns 98.0 m

Reset

Count

AD -----'
Al
A2

A3

(b) From 70 to 98 ns

FIGURE 6 .19
Simulat ion output of HDl Example 6.4

PROBLEMS

Answers to problems marked with " appear at the end of the boo k. Where ap propriate . a logic des ign

and its related HDL modeling prob lem are cross referenced .
Note: For each problem that requires writing and verifying a Verilag description, a test plan should
be writte n to identify whic h funct ional features are to be tested during the simulation and how they
will be tested. For example. a reset on the fly could be tested by asserting the reset signal 'W hile the
simulated machine is in a state othe r than the reset stale. The test plan is to guide the development of
a test bench that will implement the plan. Simula te the model , using the test benc h. and verify that
the behavior is correct. If synthesis tools and an ASIC cell library or a field-programmable gate array
(FPGA) are avai lable . the Veri log descriptions develope d for Problems 6.3.\.-6.5 1 can be assigned as
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synthesis exerc ises. The gate-level circuit produced by the syn thesis too ls should be simulated and

co mpared with the sim ulation results for the presynthes is model. (Be aware that in some of the HOL

problems there may be a need to de al with the issue of unused states: see the discussion of the default

case item preceding HO L Example 4.8 in Chapter 4.)

6 .1 Include a two-in put :-lAND gate in the register of Fig. 6. 1, and connect the gate output to the C
inputs of all the flip-flops. One input of the l'Ar>.:D gate receives the cloc k pulses from the clock
generator, and the other inp ut of the NAND gate provides a paralle lload control. Expl ain the
operation of the modified regist er. Explain why this circuit might have opera tional problems.

6 .2 Include a synchronous clear input in the regis ter of Fig. 6.2. The modified register will have a par
allel-load capability and a sync hronous clear capability. The register is clea red sync hronously
whe n the dock goes through a po sitive trans ition and the d ear inpu t is equal to 1. (HDL-see
Problem 6.35(a). (b) .)

6.1 What is the difference betw een serial and para llel trans fer? Exp lain how to convert serial data to
parallel and parallel data to serial. What type of register is needed?

6.4· The contents of a four-bit register are initia lly lOll. The register is shifted six times to the right,
with the serial input being 101 101. What are the contents of the regis ter after each shift?

6 .5 The four-bit unive rsal shift register shown in Fig . 6.7 is enclosed within one IC package.
(a) Draw a block diagram of the IC, sho wing all inpu ts and outputs. Includ e two pins for the

power supp ly.
(b) Draw a bloc k diagram, using two ICs. to prod uce an eight -bit universal shift register.

6 .6 Desig n II fou r-bit shift register with a parallel load. using D flip- flops. There are two control in
puts: shift and load. When shift = I, the co ntents of the register are shifted by one posi tio n.
New data are transferred into the register when load " 1 lind shifr » O. If both control inputs
are equal to O.the contents of the regis ter do not change. (HDL - see Problem 6.35(c ), (d). )

6 .7 Draw the logic diagram of a four-bit register with four D flip-flops and four 4 x I multiplexers with
mode selection inputs sl and so. The register operates according 10 the follo wing function table
(HDt-see Problem 6.35(e), (D.)

"
n
n

..
o

o

No chang<'

Complemem the fOUl output.

C1O;\T n:gi.ter to 0 (.ynchronuu. with the d ock)

Loadparalleldata

6 .8· The serial adder of Fig . 6.6 uses two four-bit registers . Register A holds the binary number DIal
and register B holds 0 111. The carry flip-flop is initially reset to O. List the binary values in reg
ister A and the carry flip-flo p afte r each shift.

6.9 Two ways to implement a serial adder (A + B) are presented in Section 6.2. It is necessary to
modify the circuits to convert them to seria l subrractors (A - B).
(a) Using the circuit of Fig. 6.5, show the changes needed to perform A + 2' s complement of

B. (HOL - see Problem 6.35(h).)
(b)* Using thc circuit of Fig. 6.6 . sho w the changes needed by modifying Table 6.2 from an adde r

to a subtracter circui t. (See Problem 4.12 .) (HOL - see Problem 6.35(i).)
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6 .10 Design a serial 2's complernenter with a shift register and a flip-flop. The binary number is shift
ed out from one side and its 2's complement shifted into the other side of the shift register. tHOL
- see Problem 6.35(j).)

6 .11 A binary ripple counter uses flip-flops that trigger on the positive edge of the clock. What will be
the count if
(a) the normal outputs of the flip-flops are connected to the cloc k. and
(b) the complement outputs of the flip-flops are connected to the clock?

6.12 Draw the logic diagram of a four-bit binary ripple countdown counter. using
(a) flip-flops that trigger on the positive edge of the clock. and
(b) llip-llo ps that trigger on the negative edge of the clock.

6 .13 Show that a BCD ripple counter can be constructed from a four-bit binary ripple counter ....-uh asyn
chronous clear and a NAND gate that detects the occurrence of count IOIO. IHDL - see Prob
lem 6.35(k).}

6 .14. How many flip-flops will becomplemented in a IO-bit binary ripple counter 10 reach the next count
after the fo llowing counts?
(a) 1001100111
(b) 00111 11 I 11
(c) 11 11 11 111 1

6 .15. A flip-flop has a 3-ns delay from the lime the clock edge occurs to the lime the output is com
plemented. What is the maximum delay in a IO-bit binary ripple counter that uo;es this type of ll ip
flop? What is the maximum frequency the counter can operate with reliably?

6 .16* The BCD ripple counter shown in Fig. 6.10 has four tlip-flops and 16 states. of .... hich only 10
are used. Analyze the circui t. and determine the next slate for each of the other si,; unused states.
What will happen if a noise signal sends the circuit to one of the unused states?

6.17. Design a four-bit binary synchronous counter with D flip-flops.

6.18 What operation is pcrfonned in the up-down counter of Fig. 6.13 when both the up and down in
puts are enabled'! Modify the circuit so that when both inputs are equal to I. the counter does not
change state. (HDL - see Problem 6.35(1).)

6 .19 The n ip' flop input equations for a BCD counter using Tflip-flops are given in Section 6.4. Ob
tain the input equations for a BCD counter that use, (a) JK nip-flops and (bJ"' D flip-flops. Com
pare the three designs to determine which one is the most efficient.

6 .20 Enclose the binary counter with parallel load of Fig. 6. 1~ in a block. diagram. she .... ing all inputs
and outputs.
(a) Show the connections of four such blocks to produce a 16-bit counter with a par..ule lload.
(b) Construct a binary counter that counts from 0 through binary~.

6.21 . The counter of Fig. 6.l4 has two control inputs-Load (L ) and Count (C)--and a data input. I,.
(a) Derive the flip-flop input equation, for J and K of the first stage in terms of L C. and I.
(b) The logic diagram of the first stage of an integrated circuit ( 7~ 1 61 ) is sbc .... n in Fig. P6.21.

verify that this circuit is equivalent to the one in (a).

6 .22 For the circuit of Fig. 6.14. give three alternatives for a mod-I 2 counter
(a) using an AND gate and the load input.
(b) uvlng the output carry.
(c) using a ~A~D gate and the asynchronou s clear input.
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Count (C) ----+------""":-~IE;;;.

FIGURE P6.21

6.23 Design a timing circuit which provides an output signal that Mays on for exactly eight clod: cy
cles. A start signal sends the output to the I stare. and a fter eigh t clock cycles the signal returns
to the astate. (HDL - see Problem 6.45.)

6.24· Design a co unter with T flip -flops that goes through the following binary repeated sequence: 0,
1.3.7.6.4, Show that when binary states OIU and 101 are taken to be don' t-care conditions. the
co unter may not ope rate properly. Find a way 10 correc t the design. (HDL - see Problem 6.53 .)

6 .25 II is necessary to genera te six repea ted timing signals To through r:~ similar to the ones shown in
Fig. 6. I 7(c) . Design the circuit using (HDL - see Proble m 6.46).
(a ) flip-flops only.
(b) a cou nter and a decoder.

6 .26. A digita l system has a clock generator that prod uces pulses at a frequency of 80 MHz. Design a
circuit thaI pro vides u cluck with u cycle time of 50 ns.

6.27 Design 3 coun ter with the following repea ted binary sequence: 0, 1. 2. 3, 4, 5. 6. Use JK flip- flops.
(HDL - see Problem 6.5 1.)

6 .28* Design 3 counter with the following repea ted binary seq uence: O. 1,2. 4.6. Use D flip-flops.
(HDL - sec Problem 6.5 1.)

6 .29 List the eight unused states in the switch-tail ring counter of Fig . 6. 18(3). Determine the next
state for each of these sta tes. and show that if the co unter finds itself in an invalid state. it docs
not return to a valid sta te. Modify the circui t as recommended in the text, and show that the count
er produces the same sequence of sta res and that the circuit reaches a valid slate from any one of
the unused states.

6.30 Sho ....' that a Johnson counter With 11flip -flops produ ces a sequenceof2n stares. LiMthe 10states
produced with five flip-flops and the Boolean terms of each of the 10AND gate output s.

6 .11 Write andverify the HDLbehavioral and structural descriptions of the four-bitregister ofFig. 6.1.

6 .32 (a) Write and verify an HDL behavioral descriplion o f a four-bit regi ster with paral lel load and
asynchronous clear.

(b ) Write and veri fy an HDL struc tural descrip tion of the four-bit regi ster with parallel load
shown in Fig. 6.2. Usea 2 x 1 mulliplexer for the flip-flop inputs. Include an asynchronous
dear input.

(c) Check both desc riptions, using a test bench.

6.33 The follo wing program is used to simulate the binary counter with paral lel load described in HDL
Exa mple 6.3 :

If Stimulus lor testing (he binary coun ter of Exam ple 6.3
module testcounter:
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re g Count, loa d. Cl K, Clr;

reg [3: Ol iN;

wire CO;

wire [3: 0] A;

coun ter cnt (Count, load. IN. Cl K, cir, A, CO):

always

#5 ClK = · ClK;

Initia l

begin

cir = 0:

ClK = 1;

loa d = 0; Count = 1;

#5Clr= 1;

#30 load = 1: IN =4'b1' 00;
#20 load = 0;

#60 Count = 0;
#20 $finls h;

00'
en dmodul e

Go over the program and predict what would be the output of the counter and the carry output from

t = 0 to 1 = 15 5 ns.

6 .34· Write and verify the HOL behavioral description of a four-bit shift register (see Fig. 6.3 ).

6 .35 Write and verify
(a) a structural HDL model for the register de scribed in Problem 6.2
(b)* a behavioral HDL model for the register desc ribed in Problem 6.2
(c) a structu ral HDL model for the register described in Problem 6.6
(d) a behavioral HO L model for the register described in Problem 6.6
(e) a structu ral HOL model for the register described in Problem 6.7
(I) a behavioral HOL model for the regi ster described in Problem 6.7
(g) a behavioral HOL mode l of the binary counter described in Fig. 6.8(b )
(h) a behavioral description of the serial subtracter describe d in Problem 6.9Ia)
(i) a behavioral description of the serial subtracte r desc ribed in Prob lem 6.9(b)
m a behavioral descri ption of the serial 2's complernemer described in Problem 6.10
(k) a behavioral description of the BCD ripple counter described in Problem 6.13
(I) a behavioral description of the up-down counter described in Problem 6. 18

6 .16 Write and verify the HDL behavioral and structural de scriptions of the four-bit up-down counter
whose logic diagram is desc ribed by Fig. 6.13, Table 6.5. and Table 6 .6 .

6 .1P Write and verify a behavioral description of the counter described in Problem 6,1-l.
(a) using an if ••• else statement
(b) using a case statement
(c) a finite state machi ne.

6 .38 Write and verify the HDL behavioral description of a four-bit up-down counter with paral lel load
usin g the following control inputs:
(a)* The counter has three control inputs for the three operations Load. Up, and Do....·n. The order

of precedence is Load, Up. and Down.
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(b) The co unter has IWO !K'leclion inputs 10 specify four operations: Up. Down. Load. and 00

change .

6 .39 Write and veri fy HOI. behaviora l and structural descriptions of the cou nter of Fig. 6.16.

6 .40 Wri te and \'erify an HOI. description of an eight-bi t ring coun ter similar [0 the one shown in
Fig. 6.17(a).

6.41 Write and verify the HDL <bcription of a four-bit switch-tail ring (Joh nson)counter (Fig. 6.1& ).

6 ."Z- The comment with the lasl clause of the ih taremenl in Bin.a,,_Counrt'r_"_Par3nad in HOL Ex
ample 6.3 11011$thatlhc suuemem is redundant. Exp lain why thi~ statement can be removed with
out changing the behavior implemented by the desc ription .

6 .43 The scheme shown in Fig. 6.4 gates Ihe d ock to control the serialtransfer of data from shifl reg
ister A to shift registe r H. L sing multiplexers at the input of each cell o f the shifl registers . de ...e1op
a structural model uf an alterna tive circuit that docs not alter the d ock path. The top level of the
design hierarchy is to instantiate the shift registe rs. The modu le describing the shift register is to
have instantiations of Flip-fl ops and rnuxcs . Describe'the mux and fl ip-flop mod ules with behav 
ioral model s. Be sure to consider rese t. Develop a test bench 10 sim ulate the circ uit and demo n
stra te the transfer of data.

6.44 Modify the design of the serial adder shown in fi g. 6.5by removing the gated cloc k to the D Flip
!lop and supplying Ihe clock signal to it direc tly. Augment the D flip-flop with a mux 10 recircu
late the contents of the flip-flop when shifting is suspe nded and 10 provide the carry out of the full
adder whe n shifti ng is act ive. The shift registers are 10 incorporate this feature also. ramer than
use a gated d ock. Tbe lOp level of the design is 10 insrantiale modules us jng behavioral model s
for the shift registers . full adder. D fllp-Ilop, and max. Assume .synchronous reset Develop . test
bench to simu late the circuit and demonstrate the tran sfer of data.

6 .4S. Write and "'eri fy a behavioral deM:Tiption of a finite state machine to implement tht-counter de
scribed in Problem 6 .24.

6 .46 Problem 6.25 specifies an implementation of a circuit 10 generate timing signals using
(a) only Ilip-flcps and
(b) a coumer and a decoder.
As an alternat ive, write a behavioral description (without considerat ion of the actu al hardware)
of a sta le machi ne whose output generates the timing signals To lhrou gh Ts.

6 .41 w rtre a behavioral descript ion o fthe circuit sho wn in Fig. 1'6047. and verify that the circuit 's out
put is asse rted if successive samples of the input have an odd numher of 1'5.

6 .48 Write and verify a behavioral de scription of the cou nter show n in Fig. P6.48(a ); repeat for the
counter in Fig. P604!l(h).

6 .49 Write a test plan for verifying the functionality of the universal shift register described in HDL
Example 6. 1. U"ing the test plan , simulate the model given in HDL Example 6.1.

6.S0 Writ e and verify a behavioral model of the counter descri bed in
(a) Problem 6 .27
(b) Prob lem 6 .28

6.51 Wilhou t requinng a stale machi ne. and using a shifl l't'gister and add itional logic. wri te lind ver
ify a model of an anemative 10 Ihe seq uence detector described in Figure S.27. Co mpare the
implementations.
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FIGURE. '6.47
Circuit for Problem 6.41

("I/UII' f 7: OJ

:1-"---1 0 Qf-J-f- P_odd

COW'll f 7:0J

c.)
FIGURE. '6.48
Circuit for Problem 6.48

Cbl
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